INTRODUCTION
A study of heavy quark production in e+e-annihilation yields information on the couplings of the quarks, on their hadronization, and on their weak decays. In this talk methods will be discussed which allow the identification of data samples enriched in b and c quark production. These samples are then used to study b and c fragmentation, and to search for a possible forward-backward asymmetry in the b/c production angular distributions. . Fig. 1 is a schematic view of the Mark II detector at PEP. The detector elements important for the analysis to be presented below are the cylindrical drift chamber, the eight lead-liquid argon (IA) electromagnetic calorimeters, and the proportional tubes interspersed with the iron flux return and with iron hadron absorber to furnish muon identification.
THE MARK II DETECTOR Shown in
Charged particle momenta are measured in a 4.6 kilogauss solenoidal magnetic field by a 16 layer drift chamber' subtending 80% of the solid angle. The momentum resolution is ( > where the momentum p is in GeV/c. The LA calorimeters2 are used for r/e discrimination, and will be described in more detaii-below. The muon detection system consists of four layers of iron absorber interleaved with proportional tube counters. Above 2 CeV/c pions are misidentifiedas muons (either through decay or punch through) with a probability of X 1%
EVENT SELECTION
The hadronic event sample was selected using the criteria:
1) a primary vertex reconstructed near the interaction point (4 cm radially and 7 cm in z), 2) 5 or more well-measured charged tracks, Schematic view of the Mark II detector at PEP.
4)
/cos e-t! < 0.7 .
A well-measured charged track was subject to the requirements:
1) radial distance of closest approach to the interaction point <4 cm, and 8 cm in z, 2) psinB>O.lGeVandp<MGeV,and i 3) : -not be a possible product of a-gamma pair conversion or 4 Dalitz decay.
The neutral energy received contributions from reconstructed photons in the LA which:
1) have >0.2 GeV total energy, 2) share no more than 50% of their energy with other tracks, 3) lie within the fiducial volume of the LA (2 strips inside of the physical edges), and 4) are more than 7 cm distant from the closest charged track.
&-
D' RECONSTRUCTION
The search for a charm signal at PEP using effective masses of combinations such as K-w+, K,'r+, K-r+r+, and K'r+r+r' has thus far not been successful due to a large combinatoxic b&ground and inadequate resolution. A technique to identify charmed events developed at SPEAR3 using the decay D*+-D%+ circumvents these difftculties. (In this report when specific charge states are referenced, the use of the-charge conj.ugate state is implied as well.) Figure 2 shows the distribution of A, where I  I  I  I  I  i 14-no. A clear signal near threshold due to the D' is apparent. This argument may be inverted, using a cut on A, 143 <A < 147 MeV/cs and then plotting the K-T+ effective mass; Fig. 3 shows a clear De signal. These D' events will be used below to study c-D' fragmentation.
16-
As Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate, the price one pays for the cleanliness of the D' signal is in statistics. In an effort to increase the yield of D' events, necessary for the measurement of the electroweak interference of the c, we return to a study4 of SPEAR data. Figure 4 shows the RYr+ effective mass distribution at several center of mass energies. Besides the expected @ signal at 1.86 GeV there is a satellite enhancement, broader and at lower mass (-1.6 GeV). This enhancement, here called the So, has a mass and width that-are independent of-the beam energy, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . The Sc does not appear in the data at the + or #' (not shown), and is therefore associated with the charm threshold, arising from the @ or D+. --Monte Carlo simulation of an so peak.
-.
An understanding of the Ss is aided by an inspection of the Da-K-p++ K-x+2 Dalitz plot (and with this analysis I believe I have earned my admission to a conference on meson spectroscopy), Fig. 6 . The p+ is aligned purely in the m -0 state since the ti is Jr = O-, and therefore produces a cos28 distribution between the K-direction and the X+ direction in the p+ rest frame. The forward x"s give rise to the So (with very low energy xc's); backward r+'s are expected to give rise to a low mass K-x+ enhancement. Figure 7 shows that this interpretation (and a little K.-r+) explains the shape of the So peak. This So enhancement, which is comparable to the @-K-n+ yield, is thus an additional convenient signature for charmed mesons.
ELECTKOti IDENTIFICATIOti -W -In hadronic events a large charged particle multiplicity (-12 per event) and a small (-10 percent) semi-leptonic decay rate for heavy quarks yields an average signal to background ratio of -l/300 for electrons from b decay with p > 1 GeV/c to all charged hadrons. (These hadrons are dominantly pions; for our discussion the distinction will not be crucial and we will use the terms interchangeably.) i
The basis for electron identification with the Mark II is a close interplay of drift chamber and LA information. The charged tracking data is used both to establish an expected event-by-event energy normalization based on the measured momentum p, and to determine a narrow road through the LA for the collection of LA pulse height to be associated with the charged track. The geometry of the LA strips is illustrated in Fig. 8 ; energy is collected separately from the three coordinates F, T and U. As an example, Fig. 9 shows the U-strip energy, &, for electrons ( Fig. 9 (a)) and pions ( Fig. 9(b) ) normalized by the measured momentum for tracks detected at the 4. The cut at Eu/p indicated on Fig. 9 at 0.1 is chosen to yield a high efficiency for electron acceptance and simultaneously a low probability for misidentification of pions (the cuts for the various coordinates are chosen to equalize the discrimination power of each measurement). An electron is then defined as a track with TESTI > 1.1, and a pion one with TEST1 < 1.1. This strategy may be seen to discriminate against non-interacting pions or interacting pions with a small energy deposition ntar the track in any measured coordinate F, T, or U, the test on the "Front" energy, Erron,, adds the constraint that the energy of a typical electron usually material-- Measured electron efficiency as a function of momentum. TEST 1 parameterization . i &I addition to the misidentification problem discussed above, several other background processes contrilxte real electron signals which do not originate from heavy quark semileptonic decays. A major s&ce of background is from photon conversions in the material surrounding the b&m pipe. To search for such conversions, all electron candidates are combined with oppositely charged tracks to ascertain if the electron is compatible with arising from a pair conversion. Geometrical cuts are then used to select pairs of tracks which are close in space with a small opening angle. For these pairs where the second number has a LA response not in contradiction with the electron hypothesis, the reconstructed radius of conversion is show-n in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) (for two different configurations of the PEP beam pipe and close-in detectors). Evident in the figure are the images of the material surrounding the beam.
Electrons from identified conversions are eliminated from the direct lepton sample. Since ihe pair-finding efficiency is only -80% (due to a reconstruction difficulty when the high momentum e+e-share drift chamber hits), there is a residual contamination due to this source. Using the Monte Carlo to measure this effciency, we correct the direct lepton sample for this backgwund.
Other sources of contamination arise from higher order QED processes, two of which are illustrated in Fig. 14 . Though in the usual Mark U analysis events from these processes are rejected as hadronic candidates via a cut on thi observed--energy, in our ca~i the e* are observed at large q2 and contribute to the total energy sum. A hand-scan of all events with electron momentum above 6 GeV/c was made to study the background. Figure 15 shows an event from the scan identified as a "typical" QED background event. Events with identified isolated electrons as in Fig. 15 are eliminated in the hand scan. A Monte Carlo calculation predicts 8-16 such higher-order QED events, compared with the 17 events actually found and removed.
FIT TQ INCLUSIVE e* DISTRIBUTIONS .-* A total of 10,691 events passed the event selection criteria above. In Table I .& shown -the raw "prompt" signal of all identified electron candidates in accepted hadronic events (identified gamma conversions and Dalitz pairs have been eliminated here) for bins in the electron momentum, p, and momentum transfer,. m, with respect to ths evgnt thrust axis. The charged tracks in these events which satisfy all the electron identification criteria except the pulseheight test (i.e., TEST1 < 1.1) are the next entry in this table. From the measured pion misidentification probability (determined as a function of p and I+ the bin-by-bin number of misidentified pions is calculated. The contribution to the raw signal from non-identified pair conversions and Dalitz decays is estimated from the Monte Carlo efficiencies. The various backgrounds are subtracted from the raw signals on a bin-by-bin basis. Then each bin is corrected for detection efficiency, including effects from both event selection criteria and electron identification. Error estimates, both statistical and systematic, conclude the entries in Table I . The systematic errors are dominated by effects due to pion misidentification (estimated as -50% independent of p,p& and those due to other backgrounds, mainly pair contamination (estimated as -30%).
.-The measured rate for inclusive electron production for p> 1 GeV/c is 0.056 + 0.006 f 0.040 electrons per hadronic event. This is a relatively model independent result which is only slightly sensitive to the uncertainty in the electron acceptance.
Further analysis of the data depends more on the Monte Carlo simulation, particularly on -the production model and on the models for semi-electronic decay for b and c quarks. The heavy quark fragmentation is parameterized in a form' now familiar to this Conference:
Here the fragmentation of the heavy quark Q into the heavy meson H has a shape which is a function only of the parameter CQ (see Fig. 16 ). A kinematical argument' leads us to expect
The semi-leptonic decays of B and D mesons are modeled to agree with the CLEo6 and DELCQ' data.
The bins in the p-pr plane can then be fit with the parameters BR, c-e branching ratio B& b* e branching ratio t c fragmentation shape parameter for c production eb fragmentation shape parameter for b production . (2>,, -0.75k0.05 Table II shows the fitted populations for heavy quark production in the various p,pr bins. The background in this table is determined directly from Table I . We nqte that the low p, low m bins (~(2, p&l.0 or p < 3, pr <0.5 GeV/c) are dominated by background; they are not used in the fit. As expected, the c high & region (pr >, 1.0 GeV/c) is dominated by b events, while lower m tends to be mainly background and c events. The background subtracted cross sections as a function of p and m are shown in Fig. 17 . Table II The tagged D' events with both DO++ D%+ and DO+-SOT' decays define a clean sample of produced c'c events. These events may then be used to study the production angular distribution for ~5, and, in particular, to search for evidence for the axial vector coupling of the i?' -to the c quark via a forward-backward asymmetry. The angular distribution for fermionantifermion pair production may be written (far below the Ze mass) dn dcostl -1+co&+xcose (1) wher& is the angle between the fermion direction and the initial d direction. A similar (and even more preliminary) analysis of the inclusive lepton data allows a measurement of the axial couplings of both the b and the c, ab and &. While much refinement in the experimental method is now needed, as well as a larger statistical sample, the data are presented here as indicative of the power of the inclusive lepton tag to produce clean b and c events, and as illustrative of the method and of some of its problems.
The p-pr plane is arbitrarily divided into two complementary regions which we label low pr and high m in Table III . The low pr region is seen to be mainly populated by background, with c dominant over b, while at high pr b is dominant over c and background is smaller.
The lepton (e or p) charge is here used to specify the b or b content of the decaying jet; the thrust axis of the event is used to specify the direction of the primeval quark. The charge signature for the b is derived from the expected dominant semi-leptonic decay b -, cl-G, , .so that detection of an e-or p-is indicative of b (not 6) production. In contrast, the dominant c -decay has the opposite leptonic charge signature:
Hence in a sample of mixed b and c production (or of observation of c quarks as a secondary product from b decay), this opposite charge signature will dilute the observed asymmetry. Monte Carlo angular correlation studies of observed thrust and produced jet directions.
The relationship between the produced quark (jet) angular distribution and the observed thrust distribution has been st_udied using Monte Carlo methods. Figure 21(a) shows that for Icose,,,I ~0.6, -85% of the bb events have produced and measured axes that agree within IO". -: Figure: ll(b) shows that for radiative bb events, either with initial state y or final state gluon emission, this correlation is no longer apparent. In inclusive lepton sample. This distribution has been corrected for acceptance with a Monte Carlo calculation. Taking into account the relative populations of the two m bins, we have fit the data to the form (1). The resulting fit, as well as the calculated forward-backward asymmetries, shows that the observed charge correlation is of opposite sign in Figs. 22(a) and 22(b), as would be expected for the measured b and c content of these two pr bins. With a Monte Carlo calculation of the dilutive effects of initial state radiation and gluon emission (estimated to be 0.720.2 in the coupling X), the fitted value of the b axial vector coupling is (assuming X, = MX,; the factor of l/2 is due to the larger charge, 2/3, of the c quark than the Q = l/3 b charge) F--_ _ 4l = -3.Ozt2.1 (preliminary)
to be compared with ab = -1 w-9 *
